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Dr.Eggman has a new apprentice, Trent The Hedgehog. Trent has a mission that he has to complete,
So he captures Amy and Cream. He puts them in a room that's filling with water fast. Can Sonic and
Tails save them in time? Read and find out.
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Sonic's Ultimate Rescue
[ Sonic going to Amy's house to take her on a date ]
Sonic: Hey, Amy! You ready to go?
Amy: I'm coming.
[ Amy comes downstairs wearing makeup ]
Sonic: Wow, Amy, You look pretty.
Amy: Thank you, Sonic.
Sonic: Let's go.
At the Movies
Sonic: What movie do you want to see?
Amy: I wanna see...Scream.
Sonic: Scream!? Are you sure? It might too scary for you.
[ Sonic sees Tails and Cream ]
Sonic: Hey, Tails, Cream.
Tails: Hey, Sonic, Amy.
Amy: You're going to see a movie too?
Tails: Yeah. We're going to see Scream.
Sonic: That's what we're seeing.
Tails: Well, what are we waiting for? Let's go.
[ Inside ]
[ Scream getting a giant knife ]
Amy: EEE!
[ Cream's eyes wide open ]
Tails: This is scary.
Sonic: Uh-huh.
[ Amy hangs on to Sonic ]
Sonic: Amy, it's just a movie.
Tails: Beside, the movie's almost over.
[ The credits come ]
Cream: It's over.
Sonic: Let's go, Amy. Amy?
[ Amy frozen in fear ]
Sonic: Hello!?
Tails: Anybody home?
[ Sonic carries Amy outside ]
Cream: Me and Tails are going home.
Sonic: Okay, see you guys later.
[ Tails and Cream leave ]
[ Amy shakes up ]
Amy: Let's go home.
Amy's House
Sonic: Did you like the movie?



Amy: Uh-huh. I'm going outside for a minute.
[ Wipes makeup off her face ]
[ Outside ]
Amy: It sure is a nice day.
[ Hears a engine ]
Amy: Huh? What's that sound?
[ Amy sees a helicopter then a green hedgehog jumps out ]
Green Hedgehog: You Amy?
Amy: Yes.
Green Hedgehog: I'm Trent. I work for Dr. Eggman and he sent me to capture you for a plot.
Amy: You won't get me.
Trent: Oh, darn. I guess I'll just leave.
[ Jumps back in helicopter ]
Trent: I won't go back empty handed or should I say in ropes!
Amy: Huh?
[ Helicopter shoot ropes and ties up Amy ]
Amy: AAAH!
[ From inside ]
Sonic: Amy? It sounds like she's in trouble.
Amy: SONIC!! HELP!!
[ Sonic runs outside and sees Amy tied from the helicopter ]
Trent: If you want her back, Come to Eggman's Underground Base.
[ Helicopter flies away ]
Amy: SONIC!!!!!! SAVE ME!!!!!! AAAAH!!!!!!
Sonic: Oh, no!
[ Eggman's Base ]
Trent: I brought the girl like you requested.
Amy: Untie me!
Eggman: Good. Take her to the chamber room.
Trent: Hm.
[ Takes Amy to the chamber room and ties her to a chair ]
Amy: [ Grunting and Struggling ]
Trent: I'll be back soon to check on you.
Amy: You won't get away with this!
Trent: Oh, I will.
Amy: When Sonic gets here, he'll save me and stop you and Eggman.
Trent: Ah, shut up.
[ Puts mouthpiece to cover Amy's mouth ]
Amy: [ HMMMMM! ]
Eggman from intercom: Trent, I have another job for you!
Trent: Right. I'll come back for you.
Control Central
Trent: What's my next mission?
[ Red goo monster pops up ]
Trent: AAH!
Eggman: This is Sticky Red. I want you to use him to capture Cream, then Tails will come to save her.
Trent: Fine.



[ Trent swims to Station Square ]
[ At Tails' Garage ]
[ Sonic telling Cream and Tails what happened ]
Tails: Oh, man. That's bad.
Cream: That's terrible.
Sonic: Tails, do you think you can fly to the entrance to the Underground Base?
Tails: I'll try.
Sonic: Cream, you better stay here.
Cream: Okay.
[ Sonic and Tails jump in the Tornado ]
Tails: We'll be back as soon as we can.
[ Sonic and Tails fly away ]
Cream: Be careful!
[ Cream goes in the house ]
Cream: I hope they find Amy.
[ Sticky Red under Cream then forms a spider web ]
Cream: AAH!
[ Cream trapped like a X ]
Trent: Excellent.
Cream: Who are you?
Trent: I'm Trent.
Cream: Get me down from here.
Trent: I can't. I must take you back to the base.
Cream: No! Tails! Sonic!
[ Flying ]
[ Incoming a video message ]
Eggman: Well if it isn't the two brats.
Sonic: Where's Amy!?
Eggman: She's right here.
[ Sonic sees Amy tied up ]
Amy: Sonic!!
Eggman: I haven't left out Tails too. Look over there.
[ Sees Cream in a X ]
Cream: Help me!!
Tails: Cream too?
Eggman: If you wnat them back, you better hurry.
[ Shuts off ]
Sonic: Tails?
Tails: Hang on, Sonic!
[ Shifts to Turbo ]
[ The Tornado goes to 120mph ]
Underground Base
[ Trent locks Amy and Cream with chain around their wrist and ankles and hanging them 10 feet from
the floor ]
Trent: Comfy?
[ Amy and Cream wearing mouthpieces ]
[ Amy Struggling ]



Trent: I'll leave you two alone. Oh, I almost forgot.
[ Turns on a switch then water start filling up ]
Trent: I hope you can hold your breath for a long time.
[ Cream squirming ]
[ Outside ]
[ Sonic and Tails reach the base ]
Tails: This is it.
Sonic: [ Thinking ] Hang on, Amy, We're coming to get you. And Cream.
Tails: Let's go.
Sonic: Wait.
[ Kicks a rock then swords starts swinging ]
Tails: AAH!
Sonic: Traps. There's a vent over there.
Tails: Maybe it'll lead us to Cream and Amy.
[ Sonic and Tails crawl into the vent ]
The room
[ Half of it was filled with water ]
Amy: [ Screaming ]
Cream: [ Screaming ]
[ Tais and Sonic made it out ]
Sonic: Okay, now where are we?
Tails: Hey, what's that?
[ Sonic and Tails look through the window and see Amy and Cream in the air while water almost reaches
the top ]
Sonic: Great. Water.
Tails: We have to figure out how to get them outta there.
[ Water reaches 8 feet ]
Sonic: If we don't get them outta there, they're gonna drown!
Tails: There's a vent up there.
Sonic: I got an idea. Come on!
[ Water reaches 9 feet ]
To be contiued
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